
Overview: Power skills, often referred to as “soft skills,” are the key to personal and professional success. While the technical 
skills and knowledge required to achieve company goals are essential, a person’s ability to communicate effectively with people 
in the workplace is one of the most important attributes sought out by hiring managers. Few students have access to training and 
development in power skills. For this reason, USLI has developed this degree to provide the knowledge and develop the skills so 
critical in today’s workplace. 

Goal: Our goal is to provide not only the coursework that will serve as the foundation for development of students’ power skills 
but also to create application opportunities that demonstrate growth in these areas. In addition, you will strengthen your commu-
nication skills by class interaction while learning with peers and receiving ongoing feedback.

To obtain the College Help Power Skills Degree, please complete the following:
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Completion Requirements 
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Prework

DATE COMPLETED

Complete the personal self-assessment to be re-evaluated at end of coursework.

Attend the following in-person classes:

DATE COMPLETED

Personal Communication Skills

Communication Styles and Techniques

Non-verbal Communication

Listening Skills

Giving and Receiving Feedback

Effective Presentation Skills

Watch and score 70 percent or higher on the associated exam for the following courses available in our  
On-Demand Learning Library

DATE COMPLETED

Making Hard Decisions

Assertiveness

Executive Presence

Effective Business Writing

Final Assessment

DATE COMPLETED

Review original personal self-assessment to evaluate strengths and areas for improvement. Write a 300-word 
essay summarizing how the Power Skills Degree benefited you, including initial development areas and current 
strengths and opportunities for improvement. 

Go to usli.com/university to get started!


